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Aggregating Crowdsourced Quantitative Claims:
Additive and Multiplicative Models
Robin Wentao Ouyang, Lance M. Kaplan, Alice Toniolo, Mani Srivastava, and Timothy J. Norman
Abstract—Truth discovery is an important technique for enabling reliable crowdsourcing applications. It aims to automatically discover
the truths from possibly conflicting crowdsourced claims. Most existing truth discovery approaches focus on categorical applications,
such as image classification. They use the accuracy, i.e., rate of exactly correct claims, to capture the reliability of participants. As a
consequence, they are not effective for truth discovery in quantitative applications, such as percentage annotation and object counting,
where similarity rather than exact matching between crowdsourced claims and latent truths should be considered. In this paper, we
propose two Quantitative Truth Finders (QTFs) for truth discovery in quantitative crowdsourcing applications. One QTF explores an
additive model and the other explores a multiplicative model to capture different relationships between crowdsourced claims and latent
truths in different classes of quantitative tasks. These QTFs naturally incorporate the similarity between variables. Moreover, they use
the bias and the confidence instead of the accuracy to capture participants’ abilities in quantity estimation. These QTFs are thus capable
of accurately discovering quantitative truths in particular domains. Through experiments, we demonstrate that these QTFs outperform
other state-of-the-art approaches for truth discovery in quantitative crowdsourcing applications and they are also quite efficient.
Index Terms—Crowdsourcing, truth discovery, quantitative task, probabilistic graphical model
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1

I NTRODUCTION

Crowdsourcing is becoming increasingly popular as it
provides an easy, time-, and cost-efficient way to collect
a large volume of data for a variety of applications.
Crowds have been explored to perform various human
intelligence tasks such as image classification, image
description, sentiment analysis, listing verification, object counting, transcription, translation, word processing,
and logo design [2], [11], [12], [14], [17], [23], [24], [34],
[36]. Besides performing such tasks on crowdsourcing
platforms such as the Amazon Mechanical Turk1 and
CrowdFlower2 , crowds have also been utilized to detect
events in the physical world, e.g., to detect earth quakes
[28], to detect desired flora on campus [25], and to detect
social disorder in public places [18].
However, the quality of data obtained from crowd
participants is often much lower than the quality of data
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collected from traditional employees and experts [11].
Some participants are highly skilled and provide highquality data, while some are unskilled or sloppy that
often provide low-quality or even random data [9], [11].
As a result, truth discovery [13] is an important technique for enabling reliable crowdsourcing applications. It
aims to automatically discover the truths from possibly
conflicting and low-quality crowdsourced data.
In this paper, we address the truth discovery problem in quantitative crowdsourcing applications. This is
motivated by the various quantitative applications that
crowdsourcing can enable. For example, crowdsourced
quantitative claims can be used as labeled data to train
automatic sensor-based or vision-based systems for occupancy inference in buildings [10], wildlife monitoring
[29], and people counting in public places [4], [16].
Crowdsourcing can also be explored to enable new realworld quantitative applications such as documenting the
bird populations around the world [26], counting the
ballots to protect against election fraud [15], and enabling well informed decision in smart city applications
(e.g., real-time information about waiting line length
and occupancy levels of interest), where physical sensor
networks are too costly or have limited coverage [20].
Although a number of approaches such as [19], [21],
[24], [30], [33]–[35] have been proposed for effective
truth discovery, they focus on categorical crowdsourcing
applications, such as image classification (e.g., does this
image show a dog or a cat?). They rely on the agreement
among claims from multiple crowd participants and define the reliability of crowd participants as the accuracy
(i.e., rate of exactly correct claims). They are thus not
effective for truth discovery in quantitative applications
such as percentage annotation (e.g., in what percentage is
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this classroom occupied?) and object counting (e.g., how
many people are in this image?), where similarity (rather
than exact matching) between crowdsourced claims and
latent truths should be considered. Moreover, it is not
uncommon that each participant provides a different
claim in a quantitative task, and the accuracy of any
participant is small. As a result, the lack of an effective
truth discovery method for quantitative crowdsourcing
applications may impair their usefulness.
Truth discovery in quantitative crowdsourcing applications is a challenging problem. First, some crowd participants can accurately estimate a quantity, some tend
to overestimate, some tend to underestimate, and some
even randomly guess. However, such ability is unknown
a priori and thus it is difficult to determine whose claims
to trust. Second, the quantitative truths need to be found
in an unsupervised manner as it is often expensive or
difficult to manually collect and annotate the ground
truth for supervised model training in reality. Third,
as has been mentioned, most existing truth discovery
methods [19], [21], [24], [30], [33]–[35] focus on aggregating categorical claims. Due to the different natures
of categorical and quantitative claims, these methods
cannot be easily modified to address the truth discovery problem in quantitative crowdsourcing applications.
Fourth, different classes of tasks in quantitative crowdsourcing applications, such as percentage annotation and
object counting, have their own properties, and tailored
methods may need to be designed for truth discovery.
To tackle these challenges, in this paper, we propose
Quantitative Truth Finders (QTFs) for truth discovery
in quantitative crowdsourcing applications. In particular, we explore two models, namely, the QTF-Additive
(QTF-A) and the QTF-Multiplicative (QTF-M) models,
to capture different relationships between crowdsourced
claims and latent truths in different classes of tasks. In
QTF-A, we model that a crowdsourced claim is generated by adding an error term to the latent truth. QTFA is thus suitable for truth discovery in tasks (such as
percentage annotation) where errors in the claims are
approximately independent of the latent truths. In QTFM, we model that a crowdsourced claim is generated
by multiplying a ratio term to the latent truth. QTFM is thus suitable for truth discovery in tasks (such as
object counting) where errors in the claims are positively
impacted by the latent truths. In QTFs, we use the bias
and the confidence instead of the accuracy to capture
participants’ abilities. These QTFs also naturally incorporate the similarity between crowdsourced claims and
latent truths. As a result, they are capable of accurately
discovering quantitative truths. Through experiments,
we demonstrate that these QTFs are more effective than
other state-of-the-art approaches for truth discovery in
quantitative crowdsourcing applications.
In summary, our main contributions are as follows:
1) We propose QTF-A and QTF-M models for truth
discovery in quantitative crowdsourcing applications. These models jointly assess latent quantita-

tive truths and abilities of participants from noisy
crowdsourced claims without any supervision.
2) We develop efficient model inference algorithms.
3) We perform extensive experiments to evaluate the
performance of various truth discovery methods in
quantitative crowdsourcing applications.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
We review related work in Section 2. We then formalize the problem, analyze crowdsourced claims in
representative quantitative tasks, and discuss intuitions
that motivate the components of QTFs in Section 3. We
then present our proposed QTF-A and QTF-M models,
along with model inference algorithms in Sections 4
and 5 respectively. Experimental results are presented in
Section 6. We discuss other research problems in Section
7. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 8.

2

R ELATED W ORK

Truth discovery is an important technique for enabling
reliable crowdsourcing applications. In the domain of
truth discovery from conflicting Web information, Yin et
al. [35] proposed truth finder, which is a transitive voting
algorithm with rules specifying how votes iteratively
flow from sources to claims and then back to sources.
Pasternack and Roth [21] proposed AverageLog, Investment, and PooledInvestment algorithms. Zhao et al. [37]
proposed a principled probabilistic approach which can
automatically infer true claims and two-sided source
quality. Pasternack et al. [22] proposed probabilistic latent credibility analysis models.
In the domain of aggregating conflicting claims in
crowdsourcing applications, Dawid and Skene [8] modeled the generative process of the claims by introducing
source ability parameters. Whitehill et al. [34] further
included the task difficulty in the model. Welinder et
al. [33] proposed a model consisting of worker compatibility for each task. Wang et al. [30] proposed a
model for truth discovery in social sensing. They further
extended their model to consider potentially dependent
information sources in [32]. Baba et al. [1] proposed
a model for truth discovery in general crowdsourcing
tasks such as article writing and logo design. Ouyang
et al. [19] proposed a model for truth discovery in
crowdsourced detection of spatial events.
Nevertheless, these methods are mainly designed for
categorical truth discovery. They rely on the agreement
among claims and define the reliability of participants
as the accuracy. As a consequence, these methods are
not effective for the quantitative truth discovery problem
addressed in this paper.
Two representative studies that specially address this
problem are the one by Zhao et al. [38] and our previous
work [20]. Zhao et al. proposed the Gaussian Truth
Model (GTM) in [38], which addresses the truth discovery problem for numerical data. GTM models the source
quality in terms of the variance parameter of a Gaussian
distribution. It first performs outlier detection and data
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normalization using the z-score before model inference.
As the normalization is with respect to the claims for a
target quantity, it cannot make the normalized claims
of a participant Gaussian distributed (while a participant’s claims are modeled as Gaussian distributed).
Therefore, there may exist model mismatch. Moreover,
GTM does not consider the source bias, but assumes that
the claims are centered around the corresponding latent
truth. However, we observe that biases are common in
participants’ claims (shown in Section 3.2).
We recently proposed the Truth, Bias, and Precision
(TBP) model in [20] for truth discovery in quantitative
crowdsourcing applications. TBP models the latent quantitative truths, the task difficulty levels, and the biases
and precisions3 of crowd participants. It can be shown
that, the probability of observing a claim under the TBP
model follows a Gaussian mixture distribution, which
can well approximate any continuous distribution by
tuning its parameters [3]. Therefore, TBP can well model
the errors in crowdsourced claims in various classes of
tasks. However, the need to find the optimal number K
of model components in an unsupervised manner is nontrivial, and thus suboptimal results in truth discovery
may be obtained. Moreover, overfitting may occur when
the number of claims per participant is small, since TBP
needs to infer 2K ability parameters per participant.
In this paper, we propose QTFs for truth discovery
in quantitative crowdsourcing applications. QTFs also
model latent quantitative truths and participants’ ability parameters. But different from TBP, QTFs consider
different models that capture different relationships between crowdsourced claims and latent truths in different classes of quantitative tasks. In particular, QTFA explores an additive model and QTF-M explores a
multiplicative model. Compared with GTM, QTF-A and
QTF-M do not involve improper data normalization and
they use robust scale estimation to deal with outliers.
Moreover, they model participants’ biases while GTM
does not. Compared with TBP, QTF-A and QTF-M do not
need to find the optimal number of model components,
they have fewer parameters to infer, and they are also
much easier to implement.

3

OVERVIEW

In this section, we first present the statement of the
quantitative truth discovery problem addressed in this
paper. We then examine the properties of crowdsourced
claims in two representative classes of tasks, which are
percentage annotation and object counting. Based on
these properties, we discuss two general QTF models
for quantitative truth discovery.
3.1

Problem Statement

For ease of presentation, we list the notations used in this
paper in Table 1. Consider a task where M crowd par3. Precision is the inverse of the variance parameter of a Gaussian
distribution.

TABLE 1
Notations.
Notation
M
N
ui
zj
Uj
Zi
hi
λi
xij
µj , ν j
ai , bi

Meaning
# of crowd participants
# of target quantities
ith participant
true value of the jth quantity
set of participants who make a claim on zj
set of quantities that ui makes a claim on
ui ’s bias
ui ’s confidence
claim that ui makes on zj
hyperparameters for zj
hyperparameters for λi

ticipants ui make quantitative claims xij (e.g., 5, 12, and
20) on N target quantities zj (e.g., the number of people
in the jth image). We only observe the crowdsourced
claims xij , but not the true quantity values zj . The
truth discovery problem in quantitative crowdsourcing
applications is to automatically recover the true quantity
values zj from crowdsourced claims xij .
3.2 Data Analysis
We consider two representative classes of tasks in quantitative crowdsourcing applications:
1) Percentage annotation. In this class of tasks, participants are asked to annotate the percentage of
interest in given images, video frames, or scenarios.
Example tasks include annotating the occupancy
rate (in terms of percentage) of seats in classrooms,
annotating the occupancy rate of fitness machines
in gyms, and annotating the occupancy rate of
tables in restaurants [20].
2) Object counting. In this class of tasks, participants
are asked to count the number of interest in given
images, video frames, or scenarios. Example tasks
include counting the number of people waiting in
line or gathering in public places, and counting the
number of birds in the wild [16], [20], [26].
The usefulness of applications that these tasks can enable
has been discussed in Section 1.
In order to build appropriate models for aggregating
crowdsourced claims in these tasks, we start by examining the errors in the claims. We define the error of the
ith participant on the jth target quantity as eij ≡ xij −zj .
Note that, in all the analysis and figures in this section,
the latent true values zj are assumed known, and we
put our focus on examining the relationship between xij
and zj . In the next section, we design models that can
automatically infer unknown zj from known xij , based
on the observations made in this section.
3.2.1 Data Collection
We conducted six sets of experiments to collect crowdsourced quantitative claims. Three sets of them are
percentage annotation tasks, which are 1) annotating
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TABLE 2
Statistics of crowdsourced datasets (pt - participant, avg
- average, occ - occupancy, rest - restaurant, ct - count).
avg # avg # ground truth
#
# # total
pts per tasks
(median,
tasks pts claims
task per pt min, max)
Room occ 200 32 2000
10
62.5 (38.5, 0, 100)
Gym occ 200 35 2000
10
57.1
(32, 0, 86)
Rest occ 200 29 2000
10
69.0
(46, 0, 100)
Task

People ct
Vehicle ct
Bird ct

200
200
200

36
43
41

2000
2000
2000

10
10
10

55.6
46.5
48.8

(22.5, 6, 98)
(23, 6, 91)
(21, 5, 100)

the occupancy rate (in terms of percentage) of seats in
classrooms, 2) annotating the occupancy rates of fitness
machines in gyms, and 3) annotating the occupancy rates
of tables in restaurants. The other three sets are object
counting tasks, which are 1) counting the number of people, 2) counting the number of vehicles, and 3) counting
the number of birds. For each set of experiments, we
first randomly searched 200 appropriate images from
Google Images. Two people then carefully annotated
the ground truth in each image. We then posted these
images on CrowdFlower as tasks to collect crowdsourced
claims (10 participants per task; each task contains a
single target quantity). For the people counting task, we
masked the people faces. The statistics of the collected
data are listed in Table 2. The similar statistics of the
ground truth values in the three object counting tasks
may be resulted from randomization. Nevertheless, we
observe quite different truth discovery results in these
tasks (shown in Section 6).
3.2.2

Percentage Annotation

Fig. 1(a) plots the errors of 30 randomly selected participants in percentage annotation tasks. It is observed that
most participants have clear biases, as their errors are
not symmetric around zero. Some participants tend to
overestimate with positive biases, some tend to underestimate with negative biases, while some are close to
unbiased. It is also observed that, for most participants,
their errors are relatively symmetric around respective
centers. These observations suggest that a Gaussian
distribution with an unknown mean and an unknown
variance (referred to as “Gaussian” for short) may be
used to model most participants’ errors in percentage
annotation tasks. We also consider whether a zero-mean
Gaussian with an unknown variance (referred to as
“zero-mean Gaussian” for short) suffices. We illustrate
in Fig. 2(a) example model fitting results on the errors of
a representative participant. It is clear that the Gaussian
distribution closely matches the histogram of the errors.
We then test the goodness-of-fit of these distributions
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test) [7], which
can be used to decide whether a sample comes from
a population with a reference distribution. Among all
the participants in the three percentage annotation tasks,

95.8% and 45.8% participants pass the K-S test (at the
5% significance level) when we fit their errors using a
Gaussian and a zero-mean Gaussian distribution respectively. These results show that, we cannot simply assume
that participants are unbiased, but have to infer their
unknown biases as well as their unknown variances. We
thus use a Gaussian distribution to model participants’
errors in percentage annotation tasks.
3.2.3 Object Counting
Fig. 1(b) plots the errors of 30 randomly selected participants in object counting tasks. It is observed that
most participants’ errors are also biased. Moreover, most
participants’ errors are skewed and even show multiple
modes. These observations suggest that a standard parametric distribution is insufficient to model participants’
errors. We illustrate in Fig. 2(b) the histogram of a
representative participant’s errors, along with a zeromean Gaussian distribution and a Gaussian distribution
fitted to the errors. It is observed that these distributions
do not fit the errors well. K-S test results also show that
only 26.7% and 13.3% participants pass the test when
we fit their errors using a Gaussian distribution and a
zero-mean Gaussian distribution respectively.
To tackle this problem, the TBP model [20] introduces
the notion of task difficulty levels (such as easy, normal,
and hard). When conditioning on a task difficulty level,
the errors can be modeled by a Gaussian distribution.
When the task difficulty level is unobserved, the errors
then follow a Gaussian mixture distribution, which can
well approximate any continuous distribution by tuning
its parameters [3], including that with multiple modes
(an example is shown in Fig. 2(b)). However, as discussed in Section 2, it is non-trivial for TBP to find
the optimal number of model components in an unsupervised manner for each specific dataset. Moreover,
overfitting may occur for complex models like TBP.
Different from TBP, we consider to model alternative
attributes other than the errors in crowdsourced claims.
We instead examine the ratios which we define as wij ≡
xij /zj . This is motivated by the intuition that in object
counting tasks, the errors in crowdsourced claims seem
to be positively impacted by the values of latent truths.
For a difficult task with a large latent true count, the
error in the claim may also be large; while for an easy
task with a small latent true count, the error in the claim
may also be small. Although a participant’s errors eij can
vary in a wide range, the corresponding ratios wij may
be quite similar. For example, a participant may make a
claim as xij = 100 when the latent true value is zj = 80,
and she may make a claim as xij = 24 when the latent
true value is zj = 20. Although the corresponding errors
are 20 and 4 which differ a lot, the corresponding ratios
are 1.25 and 1.2 which are quite similar.
To verify this hypothesis, we plot in Fig. 1(c) the ratios
of the same participants whose errors are shown in Fig.
1(b). We observe that the ratios indeed vary in a relatively small range and most participants’ ratios do not
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Fig. 1. (a) Example participants’ errors in percentage annotation tasks. (b) Example participants’ errors in object
counting tasks. (c) Example participants’ ratios (whose errors are shown in (b)) in object counting tasks.
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Fig. 2. (a) Fitting a participant’s errors in percentage annotation tasks. (b) Fitting a participant’s errors in object
counting tasks. (c) Fitting a participant’s ratios (whose errors are shown in (b)) in object counting tasks.
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Fig. 3. Mean absolute error in claims vs. z on (a) the room
occupancy dataset, and (b) the vehicle counting dataset.
exhibit multiple modes. Since the ratios wij are always
positive, we consider to use the log-normal distribution
[6] to model them, whose definition domain is also
positive. Moreover, the log-normal distribution can well
handle skewness in distributions. We illustrate in Fig.
2(c) example model fitting results using 1) zero-mean
Gaussian, 2) Gaussian, and 3) log-normal distributions,
fitted to the ratios of the same participant, whose errors
are shown in Fig. 2(b). It is clear that the log-normal
distribution closely matches the histogram of the ratios.
We then test the goodness-of-fit of these distributions
using the K-S test. Among all the participants in the three
object counting tasks, 84.2%, 30.0%, and 0% participants
pass the K-S test when we fit their ratios using a lognormal, a Gaussian, and a zero-mean Gaussian distribution respectively. We thus use a log-normal distribution
to model participants’ ratios in object counting tasks.
3.3

Models

The observations above motivate us to design different models that capture different relationships be-

tween crowdsourced claims and latent truths in different
classes of tasks. In particular, we design the following
two general models:
1) QTF - additive (QTF-A) model. In QTF-A, we
model that a crowdsourced claim xij is generated
according to
xij = zj + eij ,
(1)
where eij is an error term. eij with respect to ui
follows a parametric distribution, e.g., Gaussian.
The latent truth zj and participants’ abilities are
modeled as parameters of this distribution. This
model means, a participant adds an error term
eij to the latent truth zj to generate the claim
xij , and the value of the latent truth zj does not
impact the value of the error eij . QTF-A is thus
appropriate for truth discovery in tasks (such as
percentage annotation) where errors in the claims
are approximately independent of the values of
latent truths (an example is shown in Fig. 3(a)).
2) QTF - multiplicative (QTF-M) model. In QTFM, we model that a crowdsourced claim xij is
generated according to
xij = wij × zj ,

(2)

where wij is a ratio term. wij with respect to ui
follows a parametric distribution, e.g., log-normal.
The latent truth zj and participants’ abilities are
modeled as parameters of this distribution. This
model means, a participant multiplies a ratio term
wij to the latent truth zj to generate the claim
xij . (2) can be rewritten as xij = zj + (wij − 1)zj .
Comparing this expression with (1), the error in
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Fig. 4. Structure of the Quantitative Truth Finder (QTF).
QTF-M is given by eij = (wij − 1)zj . Consequently,
when zj is small (large), the corresponding error eij
is also small (large). QTF-M is thus appropriate for
truth discovery in tasks (such as object counting)
where errors in the claims are positively impacted
by the values of latent truths (an example is shown
in Fig. 3(b)).
In Sections 4 and 5, we detail these two models.

4

QTF-A M ODEL

In this section, we present the design of the QTF-A
model. We also present an efficient algorithm to infer its
parameters. We illustrate its structure in Fig. 4, where
each node represents a random variable. Dark shaded
nodes indicate observed variables, and light nodes represent latent variables and model parameters.
4.1

Model Design

In QTF-A, we model the following variables: 1) a target’s
true quantity value zj , 2) a participant’s quantity estimation bias hi and confidence λi , and 3) a participant’s
claim xij . Among these variables, only xij is observed
and zj is the parameter of interest that to be inferred.
4.1.1 Overview
In QTF-A, we use an additive model to capture the relationship between a crowdsourced claim and the latent
truth. In particular, we model that a participant ui ’s
errors eij in her claims follow a Gaussian distribution
whose probability density function is given by

It is observed that, in (4), the latent true value zj and
the participant’s bias hi impact the mean claim value
(i.e., the claim is centered at zj + hi instead of zj );
the participant’s confidence λi impacts the precision of
the claim. As such, the impact from the true quantity
value zj and the participant’s ability (hi , λi ) are both
considered when modeling the generation of a claim xij .
We also observe from (4) that p(xij |zj , hi , λi ) =
p(xij |zj + ǫ, hi − ǫ, λi ), where ǫ is an arbitrary number.
That is to say, if (zj∗ , h∗i , λ∗i ) results in the maximum
likelihood, then (zj∗ + ǫ, h∗i − ǫ, λ∗i ) results in the same
maximum likelihood. It is therefore important to impose
an informative prior distribution on zj , hi , or both zj and
hi in order to restrict the freedom of the model. This
observation also implies that we should use the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation [3] to infer model
parameters. Otherwise, infinite numbers of (zj , hi , λi )
tuples will be the optimal solutions using the maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE).
In particular, we choose to impose an informative
prior on zj for computational convenience and for not
to introduce unnecessary errors. This is because a prior
estimate of zj can be readily obtained from the observed
claims xij (such as taking the median), while a prior
estimate of hi need to be obtained based on both observed xij and the estimates of unobserved zj . Moreover,
imposing a prior on hi will make the model inference
procedure much more complex, and the initialization of
many variables (i.e., zj and λi ) is required.
In the following, we detail the model components.
4.1.2 Latent Truth
We model that the target quantity in each task has a
latent true value zj , which is generated from a Gaussian
distribution as
r
h ν
i
νj
j
exp − (zj − µj )2 ,
p(zj |µj , νj ) = N (zj |µj , 1/νj ) =
2π
2

(3)

where µj and νj are hyperparameters, encoding our
prior belief on the mean and the precision of zj . A
small νj represents low confidence. The choice of using
a Gaussian distribution to model p(zj ) is because such a
distribution is the conjugate prior of the mean parameter
of a Gaussian distribution given the data likelihood (4).

where hi and 1/λi are the mean and the variance of eij .
hi and λi thus represent the bias and the confidence of
participant ui in quantity estimation. λi is also known as
the precision parameter (i.e., the inverse of the variance)
of a Gaussian distribution.
Since eij = xij − zj , after a transformation of variables, we have the conditional distribution of the crowdsourced claim xij , given the true quantity value zj and
a participant’s ability parameters (hi , λi ) as

4.1.3 Participant’s Bias and Confidence
We model that each participant’s quantity estimation
ability is characterized by a pair of (bias, confidence)
parameter, which is denoted as (hi , λi ). A small |hi |
means a participant is almost unbiased (i.e., the mean of
her errors is close to 0). A large λi means a participant is
very confident (i.e., her errors spread in a small range).
To mitigate numerical problems in computation, we
also impose a prior distribution on λi as

p(xij |zj , hi , λi ) = N (xij |zj + hi , 1/λi )
r


λi
λi
2
exp − (xij − zj − hi ) .
=
2π
2

p(λi |ai , bi ) = Gamma(λi |ai , bi )
1 ai ai −1
exp(−bi λi ),
b λ
=
Γ(ai ) i i

p(eij |hi , λi ) = N (eij |hi , 1/λi )
r


λi
λi
2
=
exp − (eij − hi ) ,
2π
2

(4)

(5)
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where ai , bi are hyperparameters of a Gamma distribution, encoding our prior belief on λi . The choice of
using a Gamma distribution to model p(λi ) is because
such a distribution is the conjugate prior of the precision
parameter of a Gaussian distribution given the data
likelihood (4). We impose a prior on λi because the
denominator in (7) that will be shown later can easily
be 0 without any prior.
4.1.4 Crowdsourced Claim
Finally, we model the conditional probability that a
participant ui makes a claim xij on a quantity zj , given
zj and her estimation ability (hi , λi ) as in (4).
4.2 Inference Algorithm
In this section, we discuss how to perform model inference to estimate the true quantity values zj and
participants’ ability parameters (hi , λi ) in QTF-A.
In particular, we treat θ = {zj , hi , λi } as model parameters. We can write out the joint probability of observing
the claims X = {xij } and model parameters θ as
p(X, θ) = p(θ)p(X|θ)
Y
YY
Y
p(zj |µj , νj )
p(λi |ai , bi )
p(xij |zj , hi , λi )
=
j

=

i

Y

N (zj |µj , 1/νj )

j

×

j i∈Uj

Y

Gamma(λi |ai , bi )

i

YY

N (xij |zj + hi , 1/λi ),

j i∈Uj

where Uj is the set of participants who make a claim on
zj .
We can then compute the logarithm of p(X, θ) as
i
X X h1
λi
ln λi − (xij − zj − hi )2
ln p(X, θ) =
2
2
j i∈Uj
i
i Xh
X h νj
+
(ai − 1) ln λi − bi λi ,
− (zj − µj )2 +
2
i
j
where the constant term is ignored.
We then use the MAP estimation to infer the model parameters θ, which is to maximize ln p(X, θ) with respect
= 0, we obtain the following
to θ. By setting ∂ ln p(X,θ)
∂θ
system of equations
P
j∈Zi (xij − zj )
hi =
(6)
|Zi |
1
|Zi | + ai − 1
(7)
λi = 1 P 2
2
j∈Zi (xij − zj − hi ) + bi
2
P
νj µj + i∈Uj [λi (xij − hi )]
P
zj =
,
(8)
νj + i∈Uj λi

where i = 1, . . . , M , j = 1, . . . , N , and Zi is the set of
quantities that ui makes a claim on.
We observe that (6)-(8) are not closed-form expressions
for model parameters, since they are coupled together
(i.e., hi = f (zj ), λi = f (zj , hi ), and zj = f (hi , λi )). As a

consequence, we initialize zj and then iterate over (6)-(8)
until convergence to obtain the optimal h∗i , λ∗i , and zj∗ .
This model inference procedure can be interpreted
as iterating between participants’ abilities (hi , λi ) (according to (6) and (7)) and latent quantity values zj
(according to (8)) until convergence. This is analogous
to the model inference procedure in categorical truth
discovery methods [21], [30], [35], [37], where iterations
are performed between source quality and claim trustworthiness until convergence.
4.2.1 Initialization and Hyperparameter Setting
As median is more robust than mean to outliers, we
initialize zj as the median of the corresponding claims
for it. That is,
žj = mediani∈Uj (xij ).
We set the hyperparameters as
µj = žj , νj =

1
, ai = 1 + 10−4 , bi = 10−4 ,
[Si∈Uj (xij )]2

where S is a robust scale estimator (also known as
the absolute pairwise difference) proposed in [27]. S is
defined as S = 1.1926 medianc {mediand |xc − xd |}. That
is, for each c, we compute the median of {|xc − xd |} with
respect to all d. This yields C = |{xc }| numbers, the
median of which gives the final estimate S. S has the
advantages of both robustness and superior efficiency
on contaminated data, and thus it is less affected by
outliers compared with the standard deviation. As νj
incorporates our prior belief on the precision of zj
and S is analogous to the standard deviation, we set
νj = [Si∈U 1(xij )]2 . µj and νj are thus informative prior
j
hyperparamters for zj , complying with the discussion
in Section 4.1.1. ai and bi are set to small constants in
order to avoid numerical problems in computation.
4.3

Model Analysis

In this section, we discuss some properties of the proposed QTF-A model.
1) QTF-A uses more appropriate parameters to capture participants’ abilities in quantitative crowdsourcing tasks. In particular, QTF-A uses the bias
hi and the confidence λi to capture participants’
abilities. A small |hi | means a participant is almost
unbiased (i.e., the mean of her errors is close to 0).
A large λi means a participant is very confident
(i.e., her errors spread in a small range). These
two parameters play an important role in truth
discovery as in (8), where each claim xij should be
rectified by subtracting the participant’s bias hi and
then be weighted by the participant’s confidence
λi . In this way, even if none of the claims xij is
accurate enough, the aggregated zj may be quite
close to the true value. In contrast, categorical truth
discovery methods [19], [21], [24], [30], [33]–[35]
rely on the agreement among claims and use the
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accuracy to capture participants’ abilities. These
methods are thus not effective or even not applicable for quantitative crowdsourcing applications,
where it is not uncommon that each participant
provides a different claim in a task, and the accuracy is small for any participant.
2) QTF-A naturally incorporates the similarity between crowdsourced claims and the latent truths.
It is observed from (4) that the conditional probability of observing xij depends on the difference
between xij − hi (after bias correction) and zj . The
more similar xij − hi is to zj , the more likely we
can observe such a xij . As a consequence, we can
more accurately recover zj . In contrast, in most
categorical truth discovery methods [19], [21], [24],
[30], [33], [34], the probability of observing a claim
is the same for any claim that differs from the truth.
The Truth Finder proposed in [35] considers the
similarity between claims, but not the similarity
between crowdsourced claims and latent truths.
3) QTF-A can easily incorporate prior belief. We
can easily incorporate our prior belief on the latent
truth zj through µj and νj for more accurate truth
discovery. Similarly, we can encode our prior belief
on λi through ai and bi .

5

QTF-M M ODEL

In this section, we present the design of the QTF-M
model. We also present an algorithm to infer its parameters. Its structure is also illustrated in Fig. 4, as after
derivation, QTF-M differs from QTF-A in the respective
distributions and the meaning of certain parameters, but
not the model structure.
5.1

Model Design

In QTF-M, we model the following variables: 1) a target’s true quantity value zj , 2) a participant’s quantity
estimation bias hi and confidence λi in the logarithm
domain, and 3) a participant’s claim xij . Among these
variables, only xij is observed and zj is the parameter
of interest that to be inferred.
5.1.1 Overview
In QTF-M, we use a multiplicative model to capture the
relationship between a crowdsourced claim and the latent truth. In particular, we model that a participant ui ’s
ratios wij in her claims follow a log-normal distribution
[6] whose probability density function is given by
p(wij |hi , λi ) = log-normal(wij |hi , 1/λi )
r


λi
λi
1
=
exp − (ln wij − hi )2 ,
wij 2π
2

(9)

where hi and 1/λi are the mean and the variance of
ln wij . hi and λi thus represent the bias and the confidence of ui in quantity estimation in the logarithm
domain.

It can be shown that the distribution of ln wij then
follows a Gaussian distribution [6] as
p(ln wij |hi , λi ) = N (ln wij |hi , 1/λi ).

(10)

Since ln wij = ln(xij /zj ) = ln xij −ln zj , after a transformation of variables, we have the conditional distribution
of the logarithm of the crowdsourced claim ln xij , given
the true quantity value zj and a participant’s ability
parameters (hi , λi ) in the logarithm domain as
p(ln xij |zj , hi , λi ) = N (ln xij | ln zj + hi , 1/λi )
r


λi
λi
2
=
(11)
exp − (ln xij − ln zj − hi ) .
2π
2
The choice of modeling the distribution of ln xij instead
of xij is for computational convenience. To avoid the
impact of claims with zero values, we replace such
claims by a small positive number 10−4 .
In the following, we detail the model components.
5.1.2 Latent Truth
For computational convenience, we assign a prior distribution on ln zj instead of zj . In particular, we model
that the logarithm of the target quantity in each task
has a latent true value ln zj , which is generated from a
Gaussian distribution as
p(ln zj |µj , νj ) = N (ln zj |µj , 1/νj )
r
i
h ν
νj
j
=
exp − (ln zj − µj )2 ,
2π
2

where µj and νj are hyperparameters, encoding our
prior belief on the mean and the precision of ln zj .
5.1.3 Participant’s Bias and Confidence
We model that each participant’s quantity estimation
ability is characterized by a pair of (bias, confidence)
parameter in the logarithm domain, which is denoted
as (hi , λi ). We also impose a prior distribution on each
λi as that in (5).
5.1.4 Crowdsourced Claim
Finally, we model the conditional probability that a
participant ui makes a claim ln xij on a quantity zj , given
zj and her estimation ability (hi , λi ) as in (11).
5.2 Inference Algorithm
In this section, we discuss how to perform model inference to estimate the true quantity values zj and
participants’ ability parameters (hi , λi ) in QTF-M. We
again treat θ = {zj , hi , λi } as model parameters.
Similar to that in the QTF-A model, we can obtain

X X  ln λi
λi
− (ln xij − ln zj − hi )2
ln p(X, θ) =
2
2
j i∈Uj


X
X ln νj
νj
− (ln zj − µj )2 +
(ai − 1) ln λi − bi λi ,
+
2
2
i
j
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where the constant term is ignored.
By maximizing ln p(X, θ) with respect to θ, we obtain
the following system of equations
P
j∈Zi (ln xij − ln zj )
hi =
(12)
|Zi |
1
2 |Zi | + ai − 1
(13)
λi = 1 P
2
j∈Zi (ln xij − ln zj − hi ) + bi
2
P
νj µj + i∈Uj [λi (ln xij − hi )]
P
.
(14)
ln zj =
νj + i∈Uj λi

Note that, we treat ln zj instead of zj as a variable
in the above system of equations for computational
convenience. We initialize ln zj and then iterate over (12)(14) until convergence to obtain h∗i , λ∗i , and ln zj∗ . The
estimated truth zj∗ is then given by zj∗ = exp(ln zj∗ ).
This inference procedure can be interpreted similarly
as that in Section 4.2, which is to iterate between participants’ abilities in the logarithm domain (hi , λi ) (according to (12) and (13)) and the logarithm of latent quantity
values ln zj (according to (14)) until convergence.
5.2.1 Initialization and Hyperparameter Setting
We initialize ln zj as the median of the logarithm of the
corresponding claims for it. That is,
ln žj = mediani∈Uj (ln xij ).
We set the hyperparameters as
µj = ln žj , νj =

1
, ai = 1 + 10−4 , bi = 10−4 ,
[Si∈Uj (ln xij )]2

where the robust scale estimator S has been introduced
in Section 4.2.1.
5.3

Model Analysis

The QTF-M model holds similar properties as the QTFA model, but these properties are with respect to the
logarithm domain.

6

E XPERIMENTS

In this section, we present our experimental results to
demonstrate the effectiveness of these QTFs compared
with other state-of-the-art methods. We also evaluate the
time efficiency of these methods.
6.1

Methods in Comparison

We compare the following methods for truth discovery
in quantitative crowdsourcing applications.
1) MV: the widely used majority voting method.
2) AvgLog: the AverageLog method proposed in [21].
3) Invest: the Investment method proposed in [21].
4) TF: the Truth Finder method proposed in [35].
We set the implication score between xij and xi′ j
as exp(−|xij − xi′ j |/20), which increases as the
difference between xij and xi′ j decreases. It means
that similar claims support each other.

5) LCA: the Simple Latent Credibility Analysis method
proposed in [22].
6) Median: using the median (more robust to outliers
than the mean) of crowdsourced claims as the
estimated truth.
7) GTM: the Gaussian Truth Model proposed in [38].
8) TBP: the Truth, Bias, and Precision model proposed
in [20].
9) QTF-A: the QTF-A model proposed in Section 4.
10) QTF-M: the QTF-M model proposed in Section 5.
Among these methods, the first five are designed for
truth discovery in categorical applications, while the
last five are for quantitative applications. The first five
methods aim to find the best possible truth from the set
Cj of distinct claims associated with a target quantity,
i.e., Cj = {xij |i ∈ Uj }. For example, if for the jth target
quantity, the claims are x1j = 10, x2j = 8, x3j = 10,
and x4j = 20, we then have Cj = {8, 10, 20}. The best
possible truth can only be one out of the three values in
Cj . In contrast, the last five methods estimate the truth by
numerically manipulating the claims (they round their
outputs to the closest integers). They may output a value
that is not in Cj . In case no participant makes an accurate
claim, the last five methods may still be able to output
an accurate estimated truth.
AvgLog, Invest, and TF are iterative methods that
propagate the reliabilities of information sources (e.g.,
crowd participants) to the trustworthiness of claims and
then back. LCA models the latent categorical truth and
the source quality in terms of the probability that a
source makes an honest, accurate claim.
GTM models the latent quantitative truth and the
source quality (in terms of the variance parameter of
a Gaussian distribution). GTM first performs outlier detection and data normalization. After model inference,
the discovered truth is then scaled back. In particular, a
claim xij is normalized as x′ij = (xij − z̃j )/σ̃j , where z̃j is
the prior of zj (which is set to the median of {xij |i ∈ Uj })
and σ̃j is the standard deviation of {xij |i ∈ Uj } excluding
outliers. As the normalization is with respect to a target
quantity zj , it cannot make the normalized claims with
respect to a participant ui Gaussian distributed (while
the claims of ui are modeled as Gaussian distributed).
Therefore, there may exist model mismatch. Moreover,
such a normalization cannot well tackle the case where
the errors in the claims are positively impacted by
the latent truths, as the claims are subtracted by, but
not divided by the estimated truth. Furthermore, GTM
does not consider the source bias, but assumes that
the claims are centered around the corresponding latent
truth. However, it is observed in Section 3.2 that biases
are common in participants’ claims.
TBP models latent quantitative truths, task difficulty
levels, and biases and precisions of crowd participants
under different task difficulty levels. It can be shown
that, in TBP, the probability of observing a claim follows a Gaussian mixture distribution, which can well
approximate any continuous distribution by tuning its
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parameters [3]. Therefore, TBP can well model the errors
in crowdsourced claims in various classes of tasks. However, the need to find the optimal number K of model
components for each specific dataset in an unsupervised
manner is non-trivial. TBP thus uses default settings
for truth discovery, which sets K = 2 and K = 3
difficulty levels for percentage annotation and object
counting tasks. We also use such default settings in our
experiments. Moreover, as TBP needs to infer a large
number of model parameters, overfitting may occur
when the number of claims per participant is small.
QTF-A and QTF-M proposed in this paper consider
different models that capture different relationships between crowdsourced claims and latent truths in different
classes of quantitative tasks. QTF-A is appropriate for
truth discovery in tasks (such as percentage annotation)
where the errors in crowdsourced claims are approximately independent of the values of latent truths, and
can be well explained by an additive model. QTF-M is
appropriate for truth discovery in tasks (such as object
counting) where the errors in crowdsourced claims are
positively impacted by the values of latent truths, and
can be well explained by a multiplicative model.
Compared with GTM, QTF-A and QTF-M do not involve improper data normalization, they use robust scale
estimation to deal with outliers, and they model participants’ biases while GTM does not. Compared with TBP,
QTF-A and QTF-M do not need to find the optimal number of model components, they have fewer parameters
to infer, and they are also much easier to implement.
6.2

Evaluation Metric

RMSE: We use the root mean square error (RMSE) to
evaluate the effectiveness of truth discovery methods.
It takes into account both the mean and the standard
deviation of the estimation errors. It is defined as
s
1 X
RMSE =
(ẑj − zj )2 .
N j
The RMSE penalizes larger errors more and a smaller
RMSE indicates better performance.
MAPE: We also use the mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE) to evaluate the effectiveness of truth discovery methods, since in some scenarios, the relative
accuracy is of more interest. It is defined as
1 X ẑj − zj
MAPE =
.
N j
zj
A smaller MAPE indicates better performance. Note that,
a small RMSE does not necessarily imply a small MAPE.
For example, when zj = 50 and ẑj = 52, the resulting
RMSE is 2 and the MAPE is 0.04. When zj = 5 and
ẑj = 6, the resulting RMSE is 1 (smaller than 2) but the
MAPE is 0.2 (larger than 0.04).
CPU time: We use the CPU time to evaluate the time
efficiency of an algorithm. A shorter CPU time implies
a faster algorithm.

All the experiments are performed using Matlab on
a desktop with 4GB RAM and Intel Core i3-2120 CPU.
Each experiment is performed 10 times by randomly
sampling the desired number of participants and tasks,
unless all of them are sampled. We only retain tasks with
at least 3 crowdsourced claims and retain participants
with at least 10 claims in each experiment.
In addition to using real-world datasets as listed in Table 2 to evaluate different methods, we also use synthetic
datasets to examine the robustness of them. The details
of these synthetic datasets will be presented before we
describe the corresponding experimental results.
6.3

Effectiveness

In this section, we examine the effectiveness of various
truth discovery methods.
6.3.1 Crowdsourced Percentage Annotation
Table 3 lists the errors of different methods in percentage
annotation tasks, where we set the number of participants per task as 5 (i.e., only a few participants work on
a task) and set the number of tasks as 150. As we address the truth discovery problem in quantitative crowdsourcing applications, Median serves as a reasonable
baseline. Besides listing out the raw errors of different
methods, we also annotate in parentheses the relative
error increase or decrease with respect to Median. In
particular, “+p%” means that a method’s error is p%
larger than that of Median and this method performs
worse than Median. “−q%” means that a method’s error
is q% smaller than that of Median and this method
performs better than Median.
It is observed that all the categorical truth discovery methods, which are MV, AvgLog, Invest, TF, and
LCA, perform worse than Median and result in larger
errors. These results show that since categorical truth
discovery methods rely on the agreement among claims
and use the accuracy to capture participants’ abilities,
they are not effective for quantitative truth discovery. TF
performs best among these categorical truth discovery
methods. This is because TF assigns implication scores
between pair-wise claims, and similar claims support
each other. As a result, TF can better discover truths
in quantitative tasks than other categorical methods.
However, TF still performs much worse than Median.
GTM sometimes performs slightly better, sometimes
performs slightly worse, and sometimes have identical
performance as Median (may be resulted by numerical
rounding). This is because GTM does not model participants’ biases, and there may exist mismatch between
the model and the distribution of normalized data. TBP
performs best in terms of the RMSE on the restaurant
occupancy dataset, and performs second best elsewhere.
QTF-A performs best in most cases, and it can lead to
up to 4.09% smaller MAPE than that of TBP. The RMSEs
of QTF-A on these datasets are 5.90% to 10.73% smaller
than those of Median, and the MAPEs of QTF-A are
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TABLE 3
Effectiveness of different methods in truth discovery in percentage annotation tasks (5 participants per task).
Room occ
RMSE
MAPE
MV
19.46 (+84.81%) 0.367 (+57.51%)
AvgLog 15.51 (+47.29%) 0.325 (+39.48%)
Invest 16.00 (+51.95%) 0.335 (+43.77%)
TF
12.56 (+19.28%) 0.263 (+12.87%)
LCA
18.86 (+79.11%) 0.425 (+82.40%)
Median
10.53
0.233
GTM
10.53 (+0.00%) 0.233 (+0.00%)
TBP
9.58 (−9.02%)
0.220 (−5.58%)
QTF-A 9.40 (−10.73%) 0.211 (−9.44%)
QTF-M
10.14 (−3.70%) 0.223 (−4.29%)

Gym occ
RMSE
MAPE
20.38 (+74.64%) 0.300 (+56.25%)
15.38 (+31.81%) 0.255 (+32.79%)
17.54 (+50.30%) 0.282 (+46.88%)
12.39 (+6.17%) 0.208 (+8.33%)
18.66 (+59.90%) 0.286 (+48.96%)
11.67
0.192
11.67 (+0.00%) 0.192 (+0.00%)
10.97 (−6.00%) 0.184 (−4.17%)
10.73 (−8.05%) 0.181 (−5.73%)
11.18 (−4.20%) 0.190 (−1.04%)

Rest
RMSE
19.25 (+80.24%)
15.13 (+41.67%)
14.61 (+36.80%)
12.21 (+14.33%)
18.79 (+75.94%)
10.68
10.67 (−0.09%)
9.96 (−6.74%)
10.05 (−5.90%)
10.30 (−3.56%)

occ
MAPE
0.401 (+48.52%)
0.373 (+38.15%)
0.353 (+30.74%)
0.299 (+10.74%)
0.439 (+62.59%)
0.270
0.271 (+0.37%)
0.260 (−3.70%)
0.256 (−5.19%)
0.268 (−0.74%)

TABLE 4
Effectiveness of different methods in truth discovery in object counting tasks (5 participants per task).

10

Median
GTM
TBP

0.25

QTF−A
QTF−M

0.23

9

0.21

Median
GTM
TBP

10

QTF−A
QTF−M

9

0.19

7

0.17

7

0.15

6

6
3

0.13
3

5
3

(a) RMSE vs. # pts per task

10

4
5
6
7
8
9
Number of participants per target

10

(b) MAPE vs. # pts per task

count
MAPE
0.161 (+108.28%)
0.0842 (+8.93%)
0.0870 (+12.55%)
0.0769 (−0.52%)
0.0893 (+15.52%)
0.0773
0.0765 (−1.03%)
0.0712 (−7.89%)
0.0745 (−3.62%)
0.0676(−12.55%)

0.1

QTF−A
QTF−M

8

8

4
5
6
7
8
9
Number of participants per target

Median
GTM
TBP

0.09
MAPE

RMSE

11

MAPE

12

count
Vehicle count
Bird
MAPE
RMSE
MAPE
RMSE
0.277 (+83.44%) 14.00 (+157.83%) 0.166 (+144.84%) 14.68 (+89.18%)
0.221 (+46.36%) 7.25 (+33.52%)
0.0869 (+28.17%)
7.86 (+1.29%)
0.241 (+59.60%) 7.78 (+43.28%)
0.0885 (+30.53%) 8.62 (+11.08%)
0.160 (+5.96%)
6.13 (+12.89%)
0.0676 (−0.29%)
7.83 (+0.90%)
0.271 (+79.47%) 8.01 (+47.51%)
0.112 (+65.19%)
7.56 (−2.58%)
0.151
5.43
0.0678
7.76
0.151 (+0.00%)
5.28 (−2.76%)
0.0675 (−0.44%)
7.61 (−1.93%)
0.145 (−3.97%)
4.64 (−14.55%)
0.0629 (−7.23%)
7.17 (−7.60%)
0.153(+1.32%)
4.89 (−9.94%)
0.0664 (−2.06%)
7.26 (−6.44%)
0.136 (−9.93%) 4.35 (−19.89%) 0.0585 (−13.72%) 6.82 (−12.11%)

RMSE

People
RMSE
MV
15.25 (+61.03%)
AvgLog 12.66 (+33.69%)
Invest 17.57 (+85.53%)
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10.87 (+14.78%)
LCA
16.91 (+78.56%)
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Fig. 5. Room occupancy dataset: (a) RMSE and (b)
MAPE vs. the number of participants per task.

Fig. 6. Bird counting dataset: (a) RMSE and (b) MAPE
vs. the number of participants per task.

5.19% to 9.44% smaller than those of Median. These
results show that QTF-A is very effective for percentage
annotation tasks. As QTF-M aims to tackle a different
class of tasks, it performs worse than TBP and QTF-A.
Fig. 5 plots the errors of the five quantitative truth discovery methods on the room occupancy dataset, where
we set the number of tasks as 180 and vary the number of
participants per task from 3 to 10. It is observed from Fig.
5(a) that the RMSEs of all the methods clearly decrease
when more participants join a task. QTF-A performs
best in all cases. Its RMSE is 15.0% smaller than that of
Median when there are 10 participants per task. Similar
results are observed in terms of the MAPE in Fig. 5(b).

observed that all the categorical methods still perform
poorly, except that TF and LCA sometimes result in
slightly smaller errors than Median. QTF-M performs
best on all the three datasets, showing its effectiveness in
tackling truth discovery in object counting tasks. QTF-M
models the multiplicative relationship between crowdsourced claims and latent truths, which better reflects the
underlying data distribution. The RMSEs of QTF-M on
these datasets are 9.40% to 19.89% smaller than those of
Median, and the MAPEs of QTF-M are 9.93% to 13.72%
smaller than those of Median. QTF-M can lead to up to
7.34% (7.00%) smaller RMSE (MAPE) than that of TBP.
QTF-A performs worse than TBP and QTF-M, as it aims
to tackle a different class of tasks.
Fig. 6 plots the errors of the five quantitative truth
discovery methods on the bird counting dataset, where
we set the number of tasks as 180 and vary the number of
participants per task from 3 to 10. It is observed from Fig.

6.3.2 Crowdsourced Object Counting
Table 4 lists the errors of different methods in object
counting tasks, where we set the number of participants
per task as 5 and set the number of tasks as 150. It is
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Fig. 8. Synthetic dataset (non-uniform z): (a) RMSE and
(b) MAPE vs. the maximum target quantity value.
6(a) that the RMSEs of all the methods clearly decrease
when more participants join a task. Compared with the
RMSE of Median, when there are 10 participants per
task, the RMSE of GTM is only 1.0% smaller; the RMSEs of
QTF-A and TBP are 9.4% and 11.7% smaller respectively;
the RMSE of QTF-M is 19.3% smaller. Similar results are
observed in terms of the MAPE in Fig. 6(b).
6.3.3

Simulations

We now examine the robustness of different quantitative
truth discovery methods on synthetic datasets. We focus
on object counting tasks, as the maximum latent truth
value in this class of tasks can be unbound, while that
in percentage annotation tasks is bounded by 100.
We simulate crowdsourced claims according to the
QTF-M model with M = 100 participants and N =
1000 target quantities, where participants’ abilities are
uniformly sampled as hi ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] and λi ∈ [3, 35].
We then enlarge the value of the maximum latent truth
(denoted as max(z)) from 100 to 1000. Fig. 7 plots the
resulting errors, where we uniformly sample the latent
true values zj from 5 to max(z). It is observed from Fig.
7(a) that the RMSEs clearly increase when max(z) increases. QTF-M outperforms QTF-A, QTF-A outperforms
TBP, and TBP outperforms GTM and Median. The reason
that TBP performs worse than QTF-A may be because
when the latent true values are uniformly distributed,
the errors in the claims are also close to uniformly distributed, since errors are positively impacted by the true
quantity values. In such a scenario, modeling multiple
difficulty levels is unnecessary and overfitting may be
resulted. The RMSE of QTF-M is 21.2% smaller than that
of Median when max(z) = 1000. In terms of the MAPE,
we observe a different trend in Fig. 7(b). The MAPEs
of different methods, except that of TBP, are relatively
stable regardless of max(z). This means that the errors

QTF−A
QTF−M

(b) MAPE vs. high-quality rate

Fig. 9. Synthetic dataset (non-uniform z, max 200): (a)
RMSE and (b) MAPE vs. the high-quality rate.
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Fig. 10. (a) CPU time vs. the total number of tasks (5
participants per task). (b) CPU time vs. the number of
participants per task (totally 500 tasks).
of these methods, except TBP, are absolutely larger but
proportionally stable when max(z) enlarges. The MAPE
of QTF-M is around 22% smaller than that of Median in
all cases.
Fig. 8 plots the results when we non-uniformly sample
the latent true values. In particular, we uniformly sample
ln zj from ln 5 to ln max(z). As a result, the errors are
skewed and show obvious mode(s). TBP is thus expected
to perform better. We observe from Fig. 8(a) that, TBP
indeed performs better than QTF-A and its RMSEs are
close to those of QTF-M. In Fig. 8(b), it is observed that
TBP outperforms QTF-A, but it performs worse than
QTF-M, in terms of the MAPE.
We then examine how the errors of different methods
change with respect to the proportion ρ of high-quality
participants (we term ρ as the high-quality rate). We
define a high-quality participant as one whose hi ∈
[−0.05, 0.05] and λi ∈ [30, 35]. Other participants have
hi ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] and λi ∈ [3, 35]. The latent truths zj take
values in [5, 200] non-uniformly. It is observed from Fig.
9 that the errors of all the methods decrease when the
high-quality rate ρ increases. QTF-M again performs best
in most cases. When the high-quality rate is 0.05, the
RMSE (MAPE) of QTF-M is 22.1% (21.4%) smaller than
that of Median. When the high-quality rate is 0.5, the
RMSE (MAPE) of QTF-M is 16.9% (16.6%) smaller than
that of Median.
These results demonstrate that QTF-M is not only more
effective but also more robust than other methods for
truth discovery in object counting tasks.
6.4

Efficiency

In this section, we examine the efficiency of different
methods in terms of the CPU time. In order not to make
the figure cluttered, we only plot out the CPU time of 8
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methods (excluding two ineffective methods which are
MV and Invest). From Fig. 10, it is observed that the
CPU time of most methods generally increases when
the total number of tasks increases, and it also increases
when the number of participants per task increases. The
sudden decrease of the CPU time of QTF-A (QTF-M) at
some point may be because they converge faster when
a sufficient number of claims are available.
TBP is the most time-consuming, followed by LCA and
TF. TBP needs to estimate several pairs of ability parameters per participant, in addition to all the latent truths.
LCA needs to evaluate the probability that each distinct
claim is the truth for each target. TF needs to assign pairwise implication scores between distinct claims for each
target. These operations are time-consuming. Median is
the most time efficient, as it is a model-less method.
The CPU time curves of QTF-A and QTF-M are similar,
and they reside in the middle of all the CPU time curves.
QTF-A and QTF-M can finish processing 1000 tasks in
around 1.5 seconds, while TBP can finish such a job in
around 350 seconds (232x slower). As QTF-A (QTF-M)
is the most effective on a class of tasks that it aims
to handle, these QTFs achieve good tradeoffs between
effectiveness and efficiency.

7

D ISCUSSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

Handling other classes of quantitative tasks. Percentage annotation and object counting that investigated in
this paper are two representative classes of quantitative
crowdsourcing tasks. However, they do not form the
complete set of quantitative tasks. Nevertheless, QTFA and QTF-M are quite general models (with general
design principles). They can handle truth discovery in
other classes of quantitative tasks as well, as long as
the property of a new class of tasks matches respective
model’s assumptions.
Size of the crowd. Statistical models need sufficient
data to work well and thus our proposed QTF-A and
QTF-M models may fail if the size of the crowd is small.
It is thus useful to investigate the Cramer-Rao lower
bound (CRLB) [5], [31] and to examine how the lower
bound on the estimation error changes with respect to
different sizes of the crowd.
Handling other human factors. In addition to our
modeled ability parameters (hi , λi ), there are other human factors such as copying (copy others’ claims) and
lying (intentionally provide erroneous claims) that can
impact the crowdsourced claims. It is thus interesting to
extend our models to accommodate these human factors
in the future.

to capture a participant’s ability in quantity estimation. QTF-A models an additive relationship between
crowdsourced claims and latent truths. It is suitable for
truth discovery in tasks where errors in the claims are
approximately independent of the values of latent truths.
QTF-M models a multiplicative relationship between
crowdsourced claims and latent truths. It is suitable for
tasks where errors in the claims are positively impacted
by the values of latent truths. These QTFs are shown to
be more effective than other state-of-the-art methods for
quantitative truth discovery in particular domains. They
are also quite efficient and are easy to implement.
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